http://www.seemice.com/EventVenues/restaurantambar-belgrade

Restaurant Ambar
Address: Karadjordjeva 2-4,
Beton Hall
City: Belgrade
ZIP code: 11000
Country Serbia
Phone +381 11 3960 388
ambar@bestsolutions.rs

No of halls

NAJVEĆA SALA

1

12

Location
1 km of the main bus station
1 km from the train station
1 km from Knez Mihailova Street

Surrounding
City

Facilities
WiFi
Restaurant
Open parking lot

About us

Restaurant Ambar is the biggest guard of the best Balkan values! It is located on a
banks of river Sava in Belgrade Beton Hall.
In it's modern design, Ambar saves all the best that Balkan hospitality and gastronomy
can offer. To its guests it offers possibility to taste some of the best traditional Balkan
dishes served in a concept of sharing and small plates with some of the best Serbian
rakias or enjoy modern city cocktails.
Ambar Belgrade is a perfect place for business people who want to meet Serbian
tradition but in a XXI century design.
The concept of small plates is the best choice for groups as it offers you possibility of
choosing many different tastes served in a center of the table so you can mix and
combine your favorite dishes.
Visit restaurant Ambar and through the different tastes of top small plates pass
through a time machine and meet the Balkans through Ambar experience.

Conference capacities
Ambar Belgrade offers to the event organizers a private vine room that is perfect place
for up to 12 guests in which they can make a business meeting or we can organize a
presentation and wine or rakija tasting.
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* Capacities by halls for different seating styles

Location
Ambar Belgrade is located in Karadjordjeva street in Sava Mala.
Sava Mala is new party center of Serbian capital. It is located 1km of the main bus,
train station and Knez Mihailova Street.
We can organize you taxi transportation from every location in the city.

GPS coordinates
20.447706 (Dužine / Longitude)
44.820783 (Širine / Latitude)

